Retro Breakfast Pack

brushed stainless steel exterior

BTT200

Important Safeguards
When using electrical appliances, in
order to reduce the risk of fire, electric
shock and/or injury, these basic
safety precautions should always be
followed:

For Your Safety
Read all instructions carefully, even if you are
familiar with the appliance.

•

•

•

•

NEVER INSERT A KNIFE OR ANY OTHER UTENSIL
INTO THE TOASTER. Doing so could cause
damage to the Toaster and is a serious safety
hazard.
Contact with the elements inside the Toaster
could result in electric shock. To free broken
or burnt toast, unplug the Toaster from the
power outlet and turn it upside-down.
To protect against the risk of electric shock,
DO NOT IMMERSE any part of this appliance
in water or any other liquid.
This appliance is not intended for use by
persons (including children) with reduced
physical, sensory and mental capabilities,
or lack of experience and knowledge,
unless they have been given supervision or
instruction concerning use of the appliance
by a person responsible for their safety.

•

Children should be supervised to ensure that
they do not play with the appliance.

•

Switch off the power outlet and remove the
plug before cleaning or when not in use.
To unplug, grasp the plug and pull from the
power outlet. Never pull the cord. Never carry
the appliance by the cord.

•

Do not operate any appliance with a
damaged cord or plug; if the appliance
malfunctions; or if it is dropped or damaged
in any manner.

•

Do not allow the cord to hang over the edge
of a table or counter, or touch hot surfaces.

•

Operate on a dry level surface; sinks,
drainboards or uneven surfaces must be
avoided.

•

Do not touch the hot surfaces of this
appliance. Do not touch the metal body
of the Toaster during or immediately after
operation, as it will be hot. Severe burns may
result from misuse.

•

Do not use this appliance for anything other
than its intended use. This product is intended
for household use only.

•

Do not use with an extension cord.

•

Do not operate or place any part of the
appliance on or near any hot surfaces (such
as a hot gas or electric burner, or in a heated
oven).

•

Allow to cool before cleaning or storing.

•

Do not use outdoors.

•

Store the unit indoors in a dry location.

•

Do not attempt to repair, disassemble or
modify the appliance. There are no user
serviceable parts.

•

The bread may burn, therefore do not use the
toaster near or below combustible material,
such as curtains.

•

Do not cover bread slots while the Toaster is in
use.

•

Do not operate the Toaster without bread.

•

Do not attempt to heat metal or foil
packages in the Toaster.

•

The appliances are not intended to be
operated by means of an external timer or
separate remote-control system.

Compulsory Warning
If the supply cord is damaged, the cord must be
replaced by the manufacturer, its service agent
or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a
hazard.
This product has not been designed for any uses
other than those specified in this booklet.

Save These Instructions



Features of Your 2 Slice Toaster

Self-centering Bread Carriage

Lever
Cancel Button
Reheat Button
Defrost Button

Electronic variable
browning control



Getting to Know Your 2
Slice Toaster

How to Use Your 2 Slice
Toaster

Congratulations on the purchase of your new
Bellini 2 Slice Toaster.

Before using the appliance for the first time,
carefully unpack and remove all packaging
material.

Before using your new 2 Slice Toaster for the
first time, it is extremely important that you read
and follow the instructions in this Use and Care
booklet, even if you feel that you are familiar
with this type of appliance.

Plug the Toaster into a standard domestic
power outlet and switch the power outlet on.
Adjust the variable browning control to the
desired toast colour setting. Choose a setting
based on the type of bread you are toasting and
your personal preference. Start on a medium
setting (3-4) and adjust the variable browning
control to a lighter setting (1-2) or darker setting
(5-6).

In particular, please pay close attention to the
section entitled IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS. Find a
safe and convenient place to keep this booklet
for future reference.
This appliance has been designed to operate
from a standard domestic power outlet. It is not
intended for industrial or commercial use.

Note: The condition of the bread will
determine how quickly it toasts. Dry or
stale bread toasts faster than fresh bread.
Place bread into the bread slots and press the
lever down until it locks into position.

Note: The lever will not lock into position
if the Toaster is not plugged into a
power outlet or if the power outlet is not
switched on.
When toasting is completed, the toast will pop
up and the Toaster will switch off automatically.
Toasting may be interrupted during the cycle by
pushing the cancel button. Toasting will stop and
the toast will pop-up.
Allow the Toaster 15 to 20 seconds to cool before
beginning the next toasting cycle. This
permits the electronically controlled thermostat
to reset for the next toasting cycle.

Note: Do not touch the Toaster walls
when the Toaster is in use.



Care and Cleaning

Reheat button
Toast can be reheated by placing cold toast in
the bread slots, lowering the lever and pressing
the reheat button. The reheat light will come on
and the toast will be reheated over a short, fixed
period of time.

Switch off the power outlet and unplug the
Toaster; ensuring you let the Toaster cool before
cleaning.
Wipe over the exterior of the Toaster and power
cord with a soft damp sponge or cloth.

Note: When using the reheat function,
keep a close eye on the bread to ensure
it doesn’t burn.

Do not use abrasives or strong household
cleaners, as they will damage the stainless steel
finish.

Cancel function

The crumb trays will need to be cleaned
occasionally. The crumb trays slide out for easy
removal of breadcrumbs.

The toasting cycle can be stopped at any stage
by pressing the cancel button. The toast will pop
up and the Toaster will switch off automatically.

Note: Do not try to clean the inside of the
Toaster, as this may damage the heating
elements. Water and liquids must never
enter the Toaster.

Defrost function
The defrost function is useful for thawing and
toasting frozen bread all in one operation.
Adjust the variable browning control to the
desired toast colour setting. Start on a medium
setting (3-4) and adjust the variable browning
control to a lighter setting (1-2) or darker setting
(5-6) depending on your personal preference.
Place bread or crumpets into the bread slots.
Press the lever down to the locked position and
press the defrost button. The defrost light will
illuminate.
When thawing and toasting is complete, the
toast will automatically pop-up and the Toaster
will switch off automatically.



Notes
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Warranty

5. Warranty will only be given where proof of
purchase is provided, e.g. original invoice.

The benefits conferred by this warranty are in
addition to the consumers guarantees and other
rights and remedies in respect of the product
which the consumer has under the Australian
Consumer law.

6. Not designed or warranted for industrial or
commercial use.

The original purchaser of this Bellini product is
provided with the following warranty, subject to
the following conditions.

Fill out the following details and file with your
purchase invoice.

DO NOT SEND IN THIS WARRANTY

RETAIN & FILE WITH YOUR RECEIPT

This product is warranted for a period of 1 year
from the date of purchase for all parts defective
in workmanship or materials. Should an instance
occur where the product is deemed faulty, the
product will need to be returned to the retailer
where it was purchased to be replaced with the
same product or a refund issued. In order to
obtain an exchange or a refund, proof of
purchase must be presented to the retailer.

Your Purchase Receipt/Invoice is proof of date of
purchase. You must be able to present it at the
place of purchase to obtain a replacement or a
refund.
GSM International Ltd reserves the right to
discontinue items, modify designs and change
specifications without incurring obligation. Whilst
every effort is made to ensure that descriptions,
specifications and other information in this
publication is correct, no warranty is given in
respect thereof and the company shall not be
liable for any errors therein.

This warranty is in addition to all other rights and
remedies available under the Australia Consumer
Law and other laws and shall not be taken as
applying to exclude, restrict or modify such rights
or remedies in any other matter whatsoever.

Purchased from:

WARRANTY CONDITIONS

Co. Name:

1. This warranty is only valid for appliances used
according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Address:
Date of Purchase:

2. This appliance must not be modified or
changed in any way.
3. Connection must be to the voltage
requirements as specified in the ratings label
located on the product.

NOTE: Consistent with our continuing
product development policy,
improvements may have been
made which render the contents of
this package slightly different to that
shown.

4. The manufacturer does not accept liability for
any direct or consequential damage, loss or
other expense arising from misuse or incorrect
installation and operation of the appliance.
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